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Abstract
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of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/World Bank and 
its affiliated organizations, or those of the Executive Directors of the World Bank or the governments they represent.
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Evaluating service delivery needs in data-poor environments 
presents a particularly difficult problem for policymak-
ers. The places where the need for social services are most 
acute are often the very same places where assessing policy 
interventions is the most challenging. This paper uses Twit-
ter data to gain insights into service delivery needs in a 
data-poor environment. Specifically, it examines the devel-
opment priorities of citizens in the north-western region of 
Pakistan between 2007 and 2020, using natural language 
processing techniques (NLP) and sentiment analysis of 9.5 

million tweets generated by 20,000 unique Twitter users. 
The analysis reveals that service delivery priorities in this 
context are centered on access to education, healthcare, 
food, and clean water. The findings provide baseline data 
for future on-the-ground research and development ini-
tiatives. In addition, the methodology used in this paper 
demonstrates both current resources and areas in need of 
future work in the use of NLP techniques in analyzing social 
media data in other contexts.

This paper is a product of the Development Data Group, Development Economics and the Social Sustainability and Inclusion 
Global Practice. It is part of a larger effort by the World Bank to provide open access to its research and make a contribution 
to development policy discussions around the world. Policy Research Working Papers are also posted on the Web at http://
www.worldbank.org/prwp. The authors may be contacted at alia_braley@berkeley.edu, sfraiberger@worldbank.org, and 
etas@worldbank.org.   
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1 Introduction

Advances in information technology are transforming the quantity and quality of in-
formation available to policymakers throughout the world. In recent years, these new
information sources have been used by governments to deliver services and engage with
their citizens in new ways. In Pakistan, for instance, the Government of Punjab has
partnered with researchers with the aim of using data-driven methods to improve tax
collection in the province, finding that simply giving tax inspectors greater choice in
posting location works as an incentive to increase tax collection by 30-41% [1]. An
ongoing project evaluates the impact of providing information and choice to citizens
regarding the use of their tax dollars on the amount of tax collected [2]. Such studies
and interventions can work well in areas with significant government infrastructure and
administrative data, but it is less clear how to use data to improve government services
where information is scarce.

With the rise of social media, huge amounts of online information are produced on
a daily basis. These data have unique characteristics that differ from more traditional
data sources used in the social sciences, such as household surveys and opinion polls,
in terms of the demographic composition and representativeness of respondents [3]. At
the same time, these sources are an attractive source of information on citizen percep-
tions. Specifically, online information generated through social media, if organized and
analyzed systematically, can inform decision-making in real time, at a relatively low cost.

The purpose of this paper is to put forward methods by which Twitter data can be
used to estimate citizen needs in comparatively data-poor environments. We build on
prior work using Twitter data to gauge citizen interest and sentiments, such as a recent
study that analyzed Twitter data to understand citizen sentiments towards Narendra
Modi’s “Digital India” campaign [4], and another that analyzed Twitter data to predict
the outcome of Pakistan’s national election [5]. The methodology adopted in this study
demonstrates how development needs can be identified through data available from a
major social media platform and, in doing so, aims to expand the toolkit of development
researchers working in data-constrained environments.

For illustrative purposes, our analysis focuses on the former Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan. Until recently, the former FATA functioned as a
semi-autonomous region with a unique government structure. The region has had low
access to basic services and development resources for several decades, and it was the
theater of a militancy crisis in the early 21st century [6]. A major change occurred on
May 29, 2018, when Pakistan’s 25th Amendment became law, merging what had been
FATA into the neighboring province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa [7]. The shift marked the
beginning of former FATA residents becoming entitled to basic services and development
resources [7], including an 865 million USD aid package to be used in a 10-year period
for “rehabilitation and reconstruction” of the area [8]. Yet, data sources that can help
identify citizens’ most pressing service delivery needs to be able to inform development
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policymaking remain sparse.

This paper proposes a methodology to address this issue, using a dataset of tweets
posted by Twitter users located in Pakistan’s former FATA region. The paper proceeds
as follows. Next section presents an overview of the data construction and cleaning pro-
cesses, as well as the procedures used for detecting bots and translating the tweets. The
third section describes the various analysis methods used in this paper, including topic
modeling, sentiment analysis and word frequency analysis. The fourth section presents
the paper’s main findings, while the last section concludes with a discussion of limita-
tions, implications and suggestions for future research.

2 Data Processing

2.1 Data Gathering

We obtain our sample of 600,000 Twitter users via the Twitter decahose, selecting users
who self-report in their profile that they are located in Pakistan. We then use the time-
line API to extract the 3,200 most recent tweets from each user. About 20% of users
within our sample have at least one tweet with geocoordinates. For this subset of users,
we define their home location by taking the average latitude and longitude of their ge-
olocated tweets, allowing us to identify the subset of 20 thousand users living in former
FATA, with 9.5 million associated tweets.

The major drawback of our sample of Twitter users is that it is not representative of
the population. As such, our scope is limited to estimating the attitudes and preferences
of 20 thousand unique Twitter users in former FATA. There are no statistics available
on the demographics of social media users in Pakistan’s former tribal areas. In line
with previous studies, we expect Twitter users to be younger, wealthier, and located in
urban areas [9]. Despite these limitations, social media data has been used successfully
to understand populations of interest in a variety of settings [3].

2.2 Detecting Bots

The issue of misinformation stemming from bots to troll farms is pervasive and it im-
pacts the real and perceived credibility of social media sources worldwide. As such, we
have taken measures to validate the authenticity of social media users in our dataset.
Because our data is anonymized, it does not contain information such as Twitter han-
dles and follower networks currently used in state-of-the-art bot-detection algorithms
[10]. Anonymized data may, in fact, be the most feasible to obtain in many data-poor
environments due to frequently co-occurring issues of political and social conflict. As
such, we put forth our own bot detection methodology for anonymized Twitter data.
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First, we remove any user from our dataset who tweets at regular intervals. We
determine this by calculating the standard deviation of the minutes between each user’s
tweets: as the standard deviation approaches zero, the intervals between that user’s
tweets approach uniformity. We remove any users whose standard deviation is less than
or equal to 60 minutes. Where the set of all users is U , each unique user is u, and the
unique set of that user’s tweets is t, the set of potential bots dropped is defined as:

{udropped ∈ U | σ({∆t,u,∆t,u−1, · · ·}) ≤ 60min}

where ∆t,u is the time difference in minutes between a user u’s two consecutive tweets
starting at time t.

Second, we remove any user who, on average, tweets more than 25 times per day.
Where each unique user is u and the unique set of that user’s tweets is t, and the
difference, in days, between the users first and last tweet is d, then:{

udropped ∈ U |
∑

u tu
du

≥ 25

}
While bot detection and removal methods on Twitter exist for Pakistan, due to the na-
ture of bot detection, bot removal often occurs at a lag after a bot account is activated.
Therefore, we take the additional measure of removing any accounts from our dataset
that were opened after January 1, 2019.

Finally, we conduct a frequency analysis on the tweets in our dataset to check for the
presence of large sets of identical tweets that may skew our analysis. We find that, by
far, the most common tweets in our dataset are likely generated by user-activated bots
relating to interpersonal issues neither maliciously nor unintentionally affect our analysis
(see Appendix 6.1).

More importantly, given our contextual knowledge of Twitter in Pakistan, we find
that bot interference should be considered more stringently in research addressing top-
ics with motivated actors, such as with elections, and we do not reasonably expect to find
motivated actors spreading misinformation on the issue of citizen perceptions regarding
public services. From a methodological perspective, we note that contextual knowledge
regarding both Twitter’s protocols in one’s region of interest and the likelihood of mo-
tivated actors on one’s topic of interest should be brought to bear while validating user
accounts for inclusion in one’s analysis.

2.3 Languages and Translation

Our Twitter data indicates that we have tweets in over 15 languages, which is unwieldy
from the perspective of natural language processing. We suspect that some part of this
diversity is due to miscategorization by Twitter’s machine-based language-classifying
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algorithm. We first separate the tweets classified as being in English, and then search
for additional English-language tweets using the Natural Language Toolkit’s (NLTK)
dictionary of English-language stopwords. We likewise separate Urdu-language tweets
and search for additional Urdu-language tweets using our own generated list of Urdu-
language stopwords. We repeat the same process using our own generated list of Pashto
stopwords. Given the language makeup of former FATA areas, these are the three lan-
guages in which we expected to see tweets.

Using our identified Urdu and Pashto tweets respectively, we find that we are unable
to run algorithms to machine-translate our data, as our volume of data makes all existing
packages cost-prohibitive. Instead, we group these tweets into Excel sheets with 50,000
tweets each and run them through Google Translate’s online portal. Had we used an
existing package to machine-translate our data, it would use the same, or a comparable,
algorithm to translate the data as we find on Google Translate.

For all analyses, we use the concatenation of our English-language tweets with our
Urdu and Pashto-language tweets translated into English. We must discard tweets that
we find using our own generated list of romanized Urdu and Pashto stopwords, as there
is currently no way to machine translate romanized versions of these languages. The one
exception is in the case of sentiment analysis, in which we use English, Urdu, and Pashto
tweets that are cleaned but not translated. We do this because we conduct sentiment
analysis using a dictionary-based model. Since the sentiment dictionary is orders of mag-
nitude smaller than our tweet text, we attempt to reduce bias by machine-translating
only the sentiment dictionary (to Urdu or Pashto respectively) and applying it to the
original Urdu and Pashto text.

3 Data Analysis

3.1 Topic Modeling

When working with large-scale text data, particularly from data-poor environments
where there is little context in which to situate the text, it is important to take mea-
sures to ensure that there is, in fact, a sizable and naturally occurring presence of data
validly pertaining to one’s topic of interest. We validate the presence of our topic of
interest in our text data using tools of Natural Language Processing (NLP). We define
our topic of interest in advance as “citizen service delivery needs in Pakistan’s former
tribal areas.” Our null hypothesis prior to using NLP tools is that our topic of interest
is not present in our dataset.

In order to establish topics present in our dataset, we use a Short Text Topic Modeling
(STTM) algorithm, which assigns each tweet to one and only one topic.1 We find that

1The authors of the GSDMM algorithm which we use describe the functionality as follows: “Imagine
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the most interpretable topic decomposition is obtained when the number of topics k is
equal to 12 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Distribution of the Topics of Discussion Among Twitter Users in Former FATA

Interestingly, we find that the primary uses of Twitter in Pakistan’s former tribal areas
involve discussing political and social issues. While we cannot be sure that all of the
conversations we observe are genuine, we have a reasonable amount of confidence that
our bot detection measures took care of any major issues in the data. It is reasonable
to conclude that those active on Twitter in former FATA use this medium significantly
for political speech and social discussions that may help us to determine service delivery
needs. Notably, topic modeling is not sufficient for us to identify the tweets that deal
with service delivery specifically, which is why we will use word frequency analysis as
described later in this paper.

3.2 Sentiment Analysis

In order to capture positive and negative sentiments expressed by users in our dataset,
we use a lexicon-based sentiment analysis tool, which was generated specifically for use

a professor is leading a film class. At the start of the class, the students are randomly assigned to K
tables. Before class begins, the students make lists of their favorite films. The professor repeatedly
reads the class role. Each time the student’s name is called, the student must select a new table
satisfying one or both of the following conditions: The new table has more students than the current
table and the new table has students with similar lists of favorite movies. By following these steps
consistently, we might expect that the students eventually arrive at an “optimal” table configuration.”
[11]
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on tweets [12]. The Hedonometer was developed by taking the 10,000 most common
English-language words in tweets and other social media forums, and asking Mechanical
Turk users to rank these words on a scale of 1-9 (least to most happy) [12]. For non-
English tweets, we machine-translate the Hedonometer dictionary into Urdu and Pashto
and apply these dictionaries to Urdu and Pashto tweets respectively. As described in
Section 2.3, we handle the data this way in order to reduce bias. However, we note that
it would be preferable to use a dictionary that had been trained using Urdu and Pashto
social media data, if one existed. As noted below, we are, nonetheless, able to obtain a
meaningful sentiment signal using the translated Hedonometer.

We calculate a sentiment score for each tweet by taking the mean among all scored
words present in a given tweet. Where each unique tweet is t and the words in that
tweet selected by the Hedonometer are indexed by w, and the sentiment score for a
given object is s, then the sentiment score for a given tweet is calculated as:

St =

∑
w sw
|w|

In order to gain an understanding of whether the Hedonometer is able to capture aver-
age sentiment in our dataset, we plot the mean daily sentiment over time in Pakistan’s
former tribal areas compared to the rest of Pakistan (for notes about systemic differ-
ences between tweets in former FATA and the rest of Pakistan in the data, see Appendix
6.3). We then select the dates representing minimum and maximum sentiment values
in each three-month period, and cross reference the tweet contents on these dates with
an internet search on that date’s events. We find that in all cases, both negative and
positive spikes in sentiment co-occur with major events in Pakistan and its former tribal
areas (see Figure 2).

Sentiment in Pakistan’s tweets, both inside and outside of former tribal areas, are
most reliably impacted negatively by conflict, and most reliably impacted positively by
major holidays and sports victories. Former tribal area sentiments are more negative
than the rest of Pakistan often after incidents involving violence, overcoming even the
positive bias in former FATA tweets introduced by language differences (see Appendix
6.3). Overall, this sentiment analysis verifies that we are able to obtain a relevant emo-
tional signal using the translated version of the Hedonometer. We may observe this
signal from the data because these topics have a strong emotional valence for people
living in former FATA in general, or it may be because people who are concerned about
these issues use Twitter as a means of communication.

3.3 Word Frequency Analysis

As previously noted, our main analysis begins by constructing a list of keywords that we
believe would have bearing on service delivery in former FATA. We expand this seedlist
of manually selected keywords and their synonyms using frequency analysis to uncover
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Figure 2: Sentiment Spikes in Former FATA and Pakistan Tweets (2017-2020)

other relevant words and bigrams (two-word pairs) found in the tweets (See Appendix
6.2 for the original list). Taking the term “hunger” as an example, we search for syn-
onyms such as “food”. We observe the top fifty related words and the top fifty related
bigrams related to each keyword in the tweets. Some frequently co-occurring words or
bigrams present an easy case. A common bigram we find in the text along with “food” is
“food security,” and we select-in all tweets that contain this term as part of our Service
Delivery category.

Some frequently co-occurring words or bigrams lend themselves to further investiga-
tion. For instance, we find that the word “flour” co-occurs with the word “hunger” at
a high rate. In order to gain some understanding of this, we run another word and
bigram frequency analysis on the term “flour.” We find that words such as “price” sig-
nificantly co-occur with “flour.” We randomly select tweets containing the words “flour”
and “price” to confirm they are indeed related to the issue of hunger and food secu-
rity, and we add them to the Service Delivery category of tweets. We go another level
deeper by then running a word frequency analysis on “price.” We find that “wheat”
and “sugar” very often appear in tweets with “price,” and we validate that these tweets
relate to hunger and food security by checking randomly selected tweets from the set.
We repeat this cascading pattern of word and bigram frequency analysis until no more
terms relevant to our topic of interest occur in the top fifty co-occurring word or bigrams
of any of our growing list of search terms.
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We generate sub-categories manually by grouping tweets among our final list of search
terms within each major category. For instance, our final sub-category which we label
“Food Security” within our main category of Service Delivery includes all of the tweets
assigned in the previously described steps. Some frequently co-occurring words or bi-
grams present “false positives,” which we manually remove from our category of interest.
For instance, when we search for the term “hunger,” we find that a frequently occurring
bigram is “hunger strike,” which is not on the topic of food security. As such, we take
the precaution of removing all tweets with the term “hunger strike” from our category
of Service Delivery.

In order to help ensure there are no major issues that Twitter-users are communi-
cating about that we might have missed, our final step is to conduct word frequency
analysis on the remaining data using words such as “crisis,” “need,” and “help.” This
process is, in fact, what led to the inclusion of food security in our list of Service Delivery
sub-categories. For the final list of keywords used in our ensuing analysis, see Appendix
6.4.

4 Results

4.1 Service Delivery Tweets

We find strong evidence that Twitter users in former FATA use tweets to communi-
cate about service delivery issues, and that this is increasing. We find specifically that
early-adopters of Twitter in former tribal areas used Twitter mainly for interpersonal
speech (determined through topic modeling tweets only before 2015). In contrast, the
rise in the use of Twitter has coincided with a different distribution of concerns. Figure
3 shows, for instance, the rise of people tweeting about service delivery from less than
10% of users before 2012 to over 40% of users in 2020.

We also find that within former tribal areas, there is significant geographical distribu-
tion, with 14 geographical clusters tweeting about service delivery in a roughly uniform
distribution (see Figure 4). We exclude areas with less than 30 users, as in these cases
we find 100% of users have tweeted about service delivery. We also note that users in
the larger cities of Peshawar and Abbotabad tweet about service delivery significantly
less than users in rural areas.
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Figure 3: Increase in Service Delivery Tweets (2012-2020)

Figure 4: Service Delivery Tweets by Geographic Area (2018-2020)

Using our word frequency search approach, we find ten major categories of tweets
related to service delivery. As can be seen in Figure 5, service delivery tweets have been
dominated by the topics of access to clean water, education, economic development, and
healthcare. There is also significant interest in the areas of energy access and natural
resources. While spikes in the sub-category of water seem to indicate a comparative
water crisis in 2018, it should be noted that the spike which seems to be most prevalent
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in 2020 is the issue of food security. If we look at the distribution of topics within ser-
vice delivery tweets in each district, we find that concerns are relatively uniform across
districts (see Figure 6).

Finally, while access to clean water is more of a middling sub-category in terms of im-
portance, if one looks at hashtag frequency alone one might conclude that it is the main
issue facing former FATA (see Figure 7). It seems that there may be a formal or informal
coordinated effort to raise awareness around water issues through the medium of Twitter.

Figure 5: Time Series of Sub-Categories in ’Service Delivery’ Tweets (2018-2020)

Figure 6: Service Delivery Topics by Geographic Area (2007-2020)
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Figure 7: Hashtag Frequencies in Service Delivery Tweets former FATA (2018-2020)

4.2 Sentiments of Service Delivery Tweets

If we look at service delivery tweets through the lens of sentiment analysis, we find that
overall sentiments towards service delivery seem to be increasing since 2018, potentially
due to impact of the FATA merger and associated development efforts (see Figure 8).2

Figure 8: Service Delivery Sentiment in Former FATA (2011-2020)

2It should be noted that in terms of timelines, our data runs from 2007-2020. When possible, we use
the full dataset. In cases of time series data like in Figure 8 we cut off early years from the plot
because the data is too sparse and noisy. Finally, in cases where our goal is to show contemporary
service delivery concerns, we use tweets from 2018 onward.
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Finally, we can look at service delivery subcategories in terms of their excess senti-
ment compared to average tweet sentiments in former FATA. As we show in Figure 9,
the lowest sentiment tweets seem to be about healthcare and economic development,
where the highest sentiment tweets seem to be about natural resources and education.
These results should be approached with some caution, however, as we find through
assessing random tweets from these positive-sentiment categories, the positive sentiment
indicated here does not necessarily indicate overall contentment with an issue among
the tweeting population. For one thing, it is the case that words about different top-
ics may vary in their polarity - for instance “water” might be rated as a positive word
even in a tweet where a person is complaining about a lack of access to clean water.
More importantly, what we notice in the data is that tweets tend to have more posi-
tive sentiment scores when the words evoke a sense of agency or solidarity around an
issue. For example, we find positive agency associated with a number of issues in the
category of service delivery, such as education and support for the building of more dams.

Figure 9: Excess Sentiment on Service Delivery Categories (2018-2020)

5 Discussion

In this paper, we put forward a social media analysis to examine service delivery con-
cerns and citizen preferences in an extremely data-poor environment. Such an analysis
has the potential of alerting policy-makers to major issues facing a population in real
time, where collection and analysis of more traditional information sources would be
costly and time-consuming. Although we cannot verify the accuracy of our estimates in
such a data-constrained environment, we use various forms of conservative data-cleaning
measures and independent forms of analysis to cross-validate our ability to estimate user
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concerns within our sample. The analysis presented in this paper can also serve as a
relatively low-cost starting model that can be verified, adjusted, and reused after refining
the model with any extant or newly gathered data. By doing this we may find that we
can model algorithms to process Twitter data in ways which closely resemble randomly
generated data. Through developing these models and adjusting them using more costly
data sources, such as surveys and qualitative data, we can adjust our models and turn
the constant stream of social media data available to us into reliable, low-cost ways of
gaining insights into citizen needs, attitudes, and preferences.

The analysis has revealed interesting findings for the specific context analyzed in this
paper. We find that, among Twitter users active in former tribal areas of Pakistan in
the past two years, service delivery is a widespread concern, though there is some ev-
idence that the conditions may be improving. It should be noted that tweets do not
merely point to gaps in service delivery, but they also frequently note and appreciate
new services being put into place. On the other hand, there is some evidence suggest-
ing that it would be beneficial to further investigate the potentially growing threat of
food insecurity in addition to the persistent concerns of access to clean water, educa-
tion, healthcare, and economic development. Future research focusing on this region
can include field surveys about citizens’ development priorities in former tribal areas to
validate, refute, and enrich our findings. Another useful avenue would be to compare,
contrast and triangulate the findings of this paper against other data sources that sys-
tematically document service delivery issues, such as data from the Pakistan Citizen’s
Portal.

Finally, from a methodological perspective, we note that the major challenge faced
in this analysis is the fact that current NLP models do not support a great number of
languages. Many data-poor environments across the world tend to host minority groups
that speak underrepresented languages and are not easily translated into the same lan-
guages in which the algorithms are written. Our own analysis was most challenged and
limited by the fact that tweets in former tribal areas are written in a combination of
Pashto, Urdu, and English, in addition to romanized forms of Pashto and Urdu. The
development of greater linguistic diversity in NLP algorithms will greatly benefit our
ability to turn the large amounts of social media data coming from otherwise data-poor
environments into meaningful knowledge.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Most Frequent Tweets

6.2 Original Keyword List

6.3 Explanation of Potential Bias in Sentiment Plots

Due to the fact that our sentiment analysis involves scoring tweets in three different
languages, we find some bias in scoring between languages. We find that the trans-
lated Hedonometer dictionary scores Pashto-language tweets systematically higher than
English-language tweets, and Urdu-language tweets systematically lower than both. Due
to the higher prevalence of the Pashto language in former tribal areas and the higher
prevalence of the Urdu language in the rest of Pakistan, the sentiment scores in former
tribal areas are slightly inflated compared to the sentiment scores in the rest of Pakistan.

For this reason, our plot shows sentiment in former tribal areas as generally more
positive than in the rest of Pakistan. We believe this is simply a due to the difference
in language distribution, which does not affect our analysis, as that is focused on spikes
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in the data rather than baseline levels. It should also be noted that while nearly half
of Twitter users in former tribal areas tweet only in English, the majority of users use
Twitter in multiple languages, likely depending upon the content or context. This is
important to note because variation in content by language in our (and similar) data
does not imply variation in perspectives held by people of different language groups.

6.4 Refined Keyword List

Note that the following keywords are in the exact form they were used in our search
algorithm, in many cases this means that words are stemmed (in base or root form),
though words may also occur in full form depending on the context.
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